FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BIOWORKS CONTINUES TO GROW
Adds two new positions
Victor, New York (April 24, 2015) – BioWorks, Inc., committed to creating a safer environment,
continues to grow with recent team additions at their Victor, NY headquarters. In March
BioWorks added Marina Small as Laboratory Technician and in April they added Daniel Boone
as Microbiology Specialist.
Marina will help fulfill quality control needs, run various product trials and assist in research
and development efforts.
Daniel brings additional technical expertise to the manufacturing department and will focus
much of his efforts on optimization efforts for products manufactured at the Victor
headquarters.
“Marina is a welcome addition to the BioWorks team.” said Christopher Rose, Laboratory Lead.
“Her energy, experience and new insights will make substantial contributions to the work we do
in the lab, the greenhouse and for our customers.”
“Daniel brings a wealth of experience to our manufacturing team.” said Thomas Kisker,
Manufacturing Manager. “We know his knowledge and drive will help improve numerous
manufacturing process and efficiencies and improve our capabilities going forward.”

About BioWorks
BioWorks provides environmentally responsible, safe and effective insect control, disease
control and plant nutrition products - and knowledge leadership to our distribution partners
and growers.
For more than 20 years we’ve been helping our customers in the horticulture, specialty
agriculture and turf markets operate as responsible stewards with products that are safe,
proven and effective. Together, with our team of experts, our customers are enhancing
conventional programs as well as developing leading edge pest control and plant health
programs that align our mutual interests of safety.
BioWorks is a founding member of the BioPesticide Industry Alliance and also a proud sponsor
of the AFE scholarship program, funding the 'BioWorks IPM/Sustainable Practices Scholarship'.
For more information, please visit www.bioworksinc.com.
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